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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:    9:00 a.m. E.S.T. on Friday, June 20, 2014  

 
 

LELAND, NC---- On Wednesday, June 18
th
, Charter Day School, Inc. (“CDS”) determined 

to disclose today comprehensive salary and related details (name, job title, salary, hire date) 

for all its charter school employees.  This comes in response to recent legislative events and 

media requests for CDS employee salary data, and discloses the compensation data of all 

personnel employed by CDS, without exception.  

     

CDS believes recent action of the North Carolina General Assembly necessitates this 

advanced disclosure, because it modifies existing law and  would require Charter Schools, 

starting this July, to maintain and publicly disclose these data for each of their 

employees.  CDS also believes this upcoming law change validates its long-standing 

position that existing law does not require Charters Schools to disclose individual employee 

salaries and that CDS has consistently complied with public disclosure laws, despite 

erroneous media reports to the contrary.  

      

CDS believes this disclosure allows media outlets to get beyond the harmful fixation on the 

salaries of our dedicated, skilled staff and to report the real story of how Charter Schools 

like CDS use less taxpayer funds while obtaining better student outcomes than traditional 

schools.  CDS credits its dedicated employees and related salary schedules as contributing to 

its consistent high performance and achievements as the highest-scoring Charter Schools in 

Brunswick and Columbus counties. 

       

As explained by CDS Board of Trustees Chairman John J. Ferrante, “Change in the 

disclosure law is coming, and CDS will continue to be fully compliant when overseeing its 

charter schools.  CDS and its student families also deserve to have their positive 

accomplishments publicized, and the public should know the success stories that CDS 

professionals consistently achieve,”  he added. “This detailed disclosure required by the new 

law will, once and for all, resolve any outstanding requests or complaints.” He concluded, 

“CDS has a good working relationship with its dedicated employees and the State Board of 

Education personnel responsible for Charter Schools, and we intend to keep it that way for 

the good of our 2,000 students and their families.” 

      

As CDS begins its fifteenth year partnering with The Roger Bacon Academy, Inc. (“RBA”), 

we must express gratitude for RBA’s unstinting efforts on behalf of our Charter School 

parents and students.  RBA’s management under the leadership of Baker A. Mitchell, Jr., 

combined with the oversight of the CDS all-volunteer Board of Trustees, has produced 

schools with outstanding academic scores, peerless financial results and a waiting list of 

almost four hundred (400) students, all of which assures continued savings for our taxpayers 

and a superior educational future for our students.   


